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a fresh ancl deep religious feeling. At the same time, the
advances made by the craftsmen of old were almost all
preserved; and fresh progress was made in course of time.
We find, indeed, some loss of refinement and elaboration and
some conscious or unconscious tendency to archaism ; but in
all this art there is no savour of death but the stirring and
breathing of a new life.
Applied art was less affected by the change of thought
associated with Christianity, though the Church naturally
demanded its services and adapted the old technique and the
old forms to the requirements of Christian worship in its new
and more splendid surroundings. But this art was less the
handmaid of the Church than of the court and the small
group of wealthy men. It was subservient to their changing
•taste. The new aristocracy could not appreciate the elegance
of ancient industrial art: they needed coarser and more
highly spiced food. They wished that ornament, dress,
jewellery, and furniture should appeal at once to the eye and
stun the beholder. For such a demand the East could always
cater, especially the Iranian East, which had come less under
Hellenistic influence and was therefore inferior to Syria and
Egypt in elegance and refinement. Thus the applied art of
Irania and Central Asia came in by various routes and defeated
all competitors throughout the empire; it proclaimed once
more the triumph of massiveness, variety of colour, and
sharpness and hardness of lines—in fact, of all the traits
peculiar to Oriental art in its early stages.
The ancient world slowly grew old and decrepit and was
reduced to dust; but a new life grew up upon the ruins,
and the new edifice of European civilization was built on
a foundation that had remained firm and sound. The new
building rose stone by stone, but its main lines were deter-
mined by the old substructure, and many of the old stones
were used for further service. Though that world grew old,
it never died and never disappeared : it lives on in us, as the
groundwork of our thought, our attitude to religion, our art,
our social and political institutions, and even our material
civilization.

